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Summarized By
Betty Mansfield

Levi A. Olan
From Temple Emanuel, Worcester,
(Continued on page 5)

Miss Alice Pattee
, Discusses Poetry
At the Arts Club.meeting, held last
Thursday afternoon from 4-5 :30 in
the Alumnae Building, Miss Alice M.
Pattee was the speaker. The formal
part of the meeting was preceded by
a social half-hour during which the
members toasted marshniallows and
sipped hot chocolate . The. atmosphere
thus create d was one that was quite
conducive to the thoughtful mood
to the remainder of the hour.
Miss Pattee's subject was "The
Great Love Themes in Poetry." As
her time was limited, she picked four
which are especially famous.. These
were selections from The Coming of
Arthur by Tennyson, from Tristram
by Edward Arlington Robinson, from
Dante's Inferno, and as a climax, the
high-spots of Dante's great sonriet(Contihued on page 6)

Fraternit y Standin gs
Standing

Standing at Name Score
end 2d 5em.
36-37
High 1
4
T. K. N. 37.5
2
2.5
T. D. P. 36.4
;
1
Z.
P.
34.7
8
¦"
_?;
O. 34.3
4
2.5
A.
D. K. E. 34.1
5
8 .
6
7
K. D. R. 83.4
7
5
L. C. A. 33.0
30.8
8
6
D. 'U.
Low 9
9
P. D. T. 28.0
33.3
All fraternity,
Non-fraternity,
27.7
All mon,
29.9
SORORITIES
Standing Standing- at Name Score
end 2d Scm.
36-37
1
8.5 , ' S. K,
41.0
High
2
2
A. D. P. 40.6
8
1
D. D. D. 89.0
4
5
P. M.
88 ,7
X. 0.
,37.8
Low 5 -o. 3.5
All sorority, .
89.5
Noh-sorority,
.
34.6
All wonion,
86.8
All,regular students.82.8. '
(Computations to one doubtful
figure) .

NOTICE

All football candidates meet in' tho
Men's By m-ianium,, Thursday, at S
o'clock to discuss plans for spring
practice which will -tart on Friday.

At College Holida y

Advises Against Boycotting

Of Japan

Fraternity Embassy To Take Place February
28 - March 2
With the announcement of the men
coming to, the Fraternity Embassy
February 2 8th to March 2nd,, interest is fast rising among the fraternities in anticipation of the "glorified
bullsessions," This novel plan sponsored by the "Y" and Religion department has enlisted the services of
some of the outstanding men of New
England. Father Harold Lemoine,
Assistant at the Church of tlie Transfiguration, The Little Church Around
the Corner, of New York City ; Professor Melvin Deems of the Bangor
Theological Seminary, Bangor, Me. ;
Dr. Philip Guiles, Prof essor - of Pastoral Psychology at Andover-N'ewton
Theological Seminary, Newton Centre, Mass., were among the leaders
discussed in previous issues of the
ECHO.

Ma! Mallet To Play

Is Acclaimed as Greatest "Prom" Band In
Country By "Collegiana"

"We've seen . all this before—this
is where, we came in. Let's get going," was the challenge that Betty
Mansfield, Field Secretary of the Student Peace. .Campaign, placed before
Colby students at the Forum Sunday
night.
She emphasized the similarity of . present world conditions with
The combined Glee Clubs under the those preceding the World War, and
Plans are already.underway, for the
very able direction of Mr. John "W. stated that the work of students must
.
big
College Holiday Ball to be .held in
Thomas will make their first local ap- be to. spread peace information.
the
Alumnae . Building on Friday,
pearance Friday evening, February
April
22.
The -occasion . will be the
Miss Mansfield, a graduate of the
eighteenth at eight o'clock in the
annual
College
Holiday week-end
Alumnae Building.
University of Pennsylvania in the
with
a
big
celebration
on Thursday
The Clubs have already given sev- class of 1937, is representing the night, the dance on Friday, and- on
eral concerts this ¦ year, included Friends Peace Service in a tour of Saturday there will be a track meet,
among which are the broadcast over thirty New England colleges. In a baseball game and the chasers in the
station WCSH, Portland, and a con- her talk with Colby students, she pre- evening.
cert at Brunswick with the Bowdoin sented a summary of present world
Last year the ball was called the
and Westbrook Junior - College Clubs. conditions, explained the policies of
Blue
and Gray Swing, but this year
security,
neutrality
and
of
collective
Great variety will be heard on Frithe
hop
will be known by a' different
and
pointed
out
the
extent
of
the
day evening's program. There will be
name
and
the submitter of this hew
"Think,
prevalent
war
propaganda.
or
selections offered by the Class of '40
name
will
get
a free bid to the ball.
quoting
Van
Loon.
perish,"
she
said,
Quartet, by the Women's Quartet, by ¦
Write
your
proposed
name for the
tragic,"
Miss
Mans"It
would
be
the choir and by John Daggett, solo(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
( Continued on page 5)

;
Glee - Club To Make local ' Appearance

Now Fulfilling An EngageCollege Holiday Ball
ment In Dallas, Texas
In Search Of Name

Prints
LincoltExhibition 0
!
¦~" '" *r~7 ¦*";"'.¦ (kfttecifctfil^^

College Holiday—that period of
complete relaxation and enjoyment—¦
will again take a prominent place in
our diary. This year the festivities
"begin April 21st and conclude the
23rd. 'This three ^ay week-end of
hilai'ity which was inaugurated last
year and proved such a great success
is a permanent feature, if present
indications are reliable. Not only was
the music of Claude Hopkins and Ms
orchestra enjoyed by-ali, but the sec-'
ond great queen of the year was presented in the person of the crowned
head of College Holiday.
^
This year's program is - still partly
a secret but we are able to state at
this time that the superlative rhythms
of Mai Hallett and his orchestra- will
(Continued on page 5) 1 7 '

Classical Club See

Slides On Greece

Dr. Finch presented several hew
slides on Greek- architecture at the
Classical Club meeting on February
8. These slides were o_ a particular-Iy fine caliber and were entirely new
to the club, several of them being
new to Dr. Finch himself. Miss Mary
Marshall and Rey. John. Brush's snapshots, made on their respective trips
to Greece recently, were used as origReports from the three Colby dele- inals of some of the slides.
gates to the I. R. C. conference at
America-i architecture, based on anColby Junior College were given at
cient
models was also revealed in Dr*
the International Relations Club
Finch's
slides, who correlated the anmeeting, on Feb. 11. The meeting was
cient
with
the modern in a most inheld in the social room of the Alumteresting
way.
nae Building, which gave a delightAfter the program a short business
fully informal touch to the proceedmeeting
was held j followed by an enings. The three delegates were
tertainment.
Francis Prescott , Charles Russ, and
Charles Dolan.
Francis Prescott, president of the
Club, opened the meeting by summing up the two speeches that were
delivered to the conference as a
whole. The first of these was on the
European Crisis and the second on
Men's Division
the Tragedy of Spain. He then deSecond Semester 1937-38
scribed how each delegate attended
(Based
on marks of the first
a sep ar ate roun d ta b le di scussion;
semester )
the meeting was then turned over to
Class of 1938
Charlie Rubs, who read Charles DoWendell Anderson, Dovor-Foxcroft.
lan 's report on the work of his table
Jos eph Antan , Jama ica , New York,
on the subject Europe and Internationa] Security. At the end of the
Robert Anthony, Bradford , Mass.
Alfred
Beerbaum ,
Waterbury,
discussions of this table a vote had
been taken on many of tho impor- Conn.
William Carter, Waterville.
tant questions, the re sults of this vote
Warr en Davenp ort , Hebron.
seemin g t o emphasize particularly
Phill ip s Hen d erson , Lowell, Mass.
tho importance of reciprocal trade
Frank
Mel l en , Rocky, Hill, Conn.
treaties.
Frederick
Oleson, Berlin , N*. II.
Francis Prescott then spoke about
" Guilford.
Francis
Prescott,
his round table which had. the interJohn
Pul
l
en
.1
esting subjec t of the British Foreign
, Danforth.
'
Frank , Record , Livermore Falls.
Policy. Tlie gist of that discussion
Walter Hideout , Hartland.
scorned to be that Britain 's vacillating
policy had been duo to her unarmed ¦ Eliot Slobodkin , Brookline , Mass.
cond ition , but that with the present Marble Tha y er, Waterville.
Ma y nard Waltz , Damariscotta,
(Continued on page E)
Class of 1939
|
NOTICE
Gerald Armstr pnff, ..Waterville.
j
Any members of the Class of
>
(Continued on pace 6)
1939 (present Juniors) who
!
plan to attend law school after
NOTICE
"•' ' ,
Tho heads of fraternities and noroi*.
graduation should soo Dean
-ties should soo that the dates ^ and '1
Marriner at once because of cerplaces of thoir initiation banquets \
'
tain proposed changes in curriaro recorded in the College Calendar m • l '
culum affecting pro-law stu;.... -' ¦/ .;:¦ .: .' . - .-. , ;. "¦:.- ,:.:
hy giving (Ids ' information "to Mm'.'''.1 •,
dents. - ¦'
Thayer in Dean Mnrrinor 's office.
\ ?}ty

Presented To Colby By The Family Of The Late G. F. Terry

iVSyra Whiltaker

Coming To Colby

Colby is welcoming back to its
campus this week-end Miss Myra
Whittaker, for two years a most indespensable' member of our faculty.
Miss Whittaker who is how employed as field secretary for the Baptist
Institute for Christian Workers in
Philadelphia is making a tour of New
England youth conferences this week
and plans to spend Saturday, Sunday
and Monday in »Wa'terville as the
guest of the churches as well as the
college .
Upon her .graduation from Colby
in 1935 Miss Whittaker was asked to
become student councillor in which
position she acted ' asi adviser to the
Y. W. C. A. ' and Forum , and served
as a link between the. college, and the
local .churches As a result :of her
able and enthusiastic services, man y
students became affiliated members
of the churches and the , bond between
the college and the churches was
strengthened. , One of the most important factors in increasing , that
fooling of fellowship was the founding by . Miss,. •WJhittaker and a, group
of other students of tho Student
Forum , which meets every Sunday
night in one ¦of tho ,• local churches.
This Sunday night , Miss ¦ WMttakor
will address the Forum on a to,pic in
lecoping,,with- the „ Worl d ; Federation
Da y of " Prayer. . . ,

NOTICE
ThQ'ro" will ; be " an " important

mooting of Senior men during
Chapol 'period ' in the Chapol,
Thursday.
Ro y -Young,
Senior President.

Contains Earliest And Last
Portraits Made Of Lincoln
The Colby College Library opened
recently to the public and students
an exhibition of nearly one hundred
likenesses of Lincoln to commemorate
the birthday of this great American
President.
This rare and interesting collection
containing copies from famous photographs, portraits, engravings and
sculpture of Lincoln's life has jus t
been ' given to the College by the
family of Mr. G. F. Terry of
Waterville who spent a life-time
in assembling the pictures and sculptures of Lincoln from many sources.
The prints are of all sizes and types ,
including• large steel ' engravings, facsimiles of wood cuts from old magazines,- photograph's by Brady and
others, and • copies of painted portraits.
( Continued on page 5 )

Professor Griffiths
Speaks On Lincoln
1 Professor Thomas Griffiths of the

colle ge histor y dep artment sp oke al
tho women 's assembly on Monday,
Februar y 14, on th e collection in the

library relative to the groat man, Lincoln.
; For tho first part of. his talk, the
speaker read excerpts from books
which were designed to show; how different .Lincoln appeared to the , var' .; (Continued on page 5) . \
' '' NOTICE •
There will be, an imp ortant
. meeting of the entire ECHO
staff to discuss changes and new
¦ policies, in the Math room ,
Chemical 27, on - Friday at 4

p. m. ;
' '
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L R. C. Delegates

Deliver Reports

Dean's List Is Released

For First Semester
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Mules Swam ped
Mules Barel y
Beat Williams
By Jtimbo f ive
' A strong Tufts basketball team
brushed aside a closing-minute scoring splurge by Colby's "Yietbr . Malins,
overwhelming the '. Colby- quintet
46-25.
After a sec ond h alf barra ge of 14
points in t en minutes, Tufts relaxed ,
only t o see the sp eed y Malins , high
scorer for the -Mules ,, cage three consecutive baskets bef ore th e final
whistle. .
Tufts, how ever , seemed, in command throu ghout, takin g an earl y lead
and holding .a half-time edge of 20-12
through accurate shooting by Weldon and Varney.
The summary :
Colby (25)-

'Showing a complete reversal of
form from the two previous evenings,
the Colby varsity basketball team won
a thrilling contest at "Williams 3 7-36.
When the gun ending the game went
off , .the ball was in tlie air, shot by
Batten of Williams, but though it
touched the hoop, it failed to go
throu gh for the two p oints that might
have changed the verdict.
Bus Burrill , Mule forward , was the
big gun in the Colby attack , and it
was he who p ut on steam and shot
Colby to the front again in the final
ten minutes. The count remained
35-36 for nearly five minutes ; then
Burrill hit the draperies with the tellin g shot to put Colby in the fore.
The summary :
Colby (37)

G

Malins, I f—
Burrill

P

0

0

6

Spina, rf

0

Pullen
Hopkin s, c.

3
1

Rimosukas
Irish , lg.
Dobbins— _ _ _ _
Kammandel , . rg
Pearl

4 Burrill, c
8 Rimosukas
4 Pullen , If
0 Malins
0 Sp ina , rf '
4 Hopkins

O,

2

2
2

0 . 0
0
0.
1
2

2

:__

0. .

Totals

15

___ '
Schreiber __ " _ _ _ _ _ _ —
Eothschild__
—
Seay, rf
Batten
——
Kinney _ _ _ _
Bu d dington , c
—
Pollock _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Shimo __
Farrell , lg _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
C r a m e r— - - — - — —
McCarthy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Lauchery, rg
Baldinger ;
"Wheeler __ '

_____

Totals _ _ _ _ _ _
Referee , Dunn.

1
5
0 -• 0
7

37

G

F

P

0
1
0

0
2
0

0
4
0

Williams <36)

Latvis, If __

:

3
3

0
2

0
0
0
0

0
8
0
0

0

0

0

0

2
-0

16

0
0

6
0

0

4

0

__

4
0

F
0

2
1

1
1

0

1
4

0

1
0

0

P
2

0

1

0

Totals

0

2

3

2
8

0
1

2
1

3

25

F
0
0
0
0
1

P
14
4
6
0
3
0
2
2
0

0

0
. 0
0
0
3
0

21

0

5

0

15
0

4

46

The summ a r y:

Colby. (28)

36

Hopkins , lg
Pearl , rg

-

Dobbins,
Malins, c
Pullen , 1
Sp ina , If
Rimosukas
Burrill, rf

White Mulers

After trailing at the half 15-10 ,
the Amherst quintet staged their customary last period drive to overtake
the Colby Mules 43-28. Captain Fred
Schweiser of the Jeffs appropriately
copped the scoring honors for the
evening by ringing up five baskets
and three fouls for 13 points. Burrill ,
star ri ght forward , sank three baskets to lead the Mules in scoring. Five
of his six . points came in the first
quarter , enabling the Mules to keep
up with •Amherst.
During the first half , Burrill , Malins, and Spina put Colby out to a
temporary lead by some very pretty
shooting. Plowever, Amherst scored
five straight baskets as the second
period got under way, and from then
on, Colby fou ght a losing game.

F
0

2
1

•_

Totals

__

Zins

Coroner , rg

6
5

G
0

F
1

P
1

2

1

5

1

7

1

1

1
3

. ___

0

_

4
2

28

—
—

Taylor
D. Nostrand
Schwcizer, lg

0

10

2

Hunt , c

2
1
2
6

2
3

2
1

9
Amherst (43)

¦ '
Otis
Keesy, rf , c
Closson _ -_
Warner
Meyers, If

P
0

"0
1
0
4
0
0
0

0

Kammandel

Kydd , rf

G
0

1
0
1
1

Irish

Jeffs Trounce

0

0

3
0

0
0

1

2

4

0 . 0
0
0
5
3

_

2

4

0
0
13
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Corduro y Slacks v_i«_
.$2.05
Woolen Slacks 3.lo°v„taeS $2.29
Neckties 5%%» ™ c . 5 for $1.0.0
'Where Colby Men Meet "

Wm. Lcvme & Sons 7 ,
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6
0

-__ . 17 . 9
43
Totals
Referees, Winters and Rooney.

fir ^ <r___ w _ i _r

JHL

0

Officials: Parker and Hack.

0

0
0

1

' Totals _ _ _ •
11
Tufts (43)
' . G
7
Varney, rf
2
Wojy
Jenkins, If
3
0
Hughes
---_
1
Tibbs, c
Atlas
0
Pearson
1
1
Collier , rg
¦_ _ _
0
Sheehan
Gladwin
0
Weldon , lg
6
'.
Pechenx
0

6
8

0
4
0
0

3
0

G

Pearl , lg
P Irish
0 K ammandel , rg
12 Dobbins
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Frosh lose To

Frosh fall Before
Stearns Hi gh School

The freshmen dropped their third
game in as many starts at Presque
Isle high school last Wednesday evening, 30-28.
The winners, leaders in the Aroostook county leagu e, started off the
battle strong, but weakened later in
the third period and the yearlings
climbed within striking distance for
the first time during the game.
At the close of the first p eriod
Presque Isle held a 10-3 advantage
and a 19-10 advantage at the, half ,
but the Frosh cut this down tremend ously in the next session as Gil
Peters tossed in b askets from all
angles of the flo or. At the end of
the third period the score was
Pres que Isle, 22 , Colby, 20.
The McCoy coached y oun gsters
matched the winners basket for basket
in the fourth period , but this was all
they did and they just could not overtake them for the two point lead.
The summary :
Freshmen (28)

first invasion :of a four game schedule

Presque isle

SPORTOGMPHS
- - - -- By

Dwi ght Sargent ————

In the biggest athletic week of the
college year Colby teams have engaged in thirteen cox-tests and have been
victorious in two. One would be accused of being superstitiou s if one
were to say that the number thirteen
had anything to do with all this" bad
luck so we won't say anything about
the number thirteen. One of the Colby
wins was that one point victory over
Williams by the basketball squad. The
boys did well to win one game
against four very good basketball
squads. It was "Bus" Burrill again
that popped the winning basket in
the Williams game. Bill Webber did
the same thing in the Bates game tbe
other night.
—-C —
If anybody is going to pick an AllMaine basketball squad this year they
would . do well to include -Burrill in
their line-up. The other victory in
thirteen contests was the frosh track
win over South Portland. Here again
we have one man shining forth as the
outstanding performer. Johnnie Daggett was. the one man wonder of the
meet scoring four first places for a
total of twenty points. Daggett also
won the rela y for the frosh by out
runnin g th e South P ortland anchor
man. Vic Malins was the .high scorer
in the Tufts game and turned in creditable performances in the other
¦
games.
—^—
Ro-andy's best basketball • combinations are composed entirely of juniors
an d sop homores. It makes us look to
n-xt year when victories will be as
common as girls studying their French
lessons white eating in restaurants,
but not quite so out of order. . .
Paul Merrick is the captain of tbe
Colby track team but has been but of
competition this winter because of an
opera tion. He was sadly missed by
the Colby team at the B. A. A. games.
Paul is the only real quarter miler in
college.
— C—
Every winter sports loving Colbyite
should have read Bob Anthon y's editorial in last week's ECHO. It does
seem a waste of talent and opportunit y that Colby doesn 't support a
winter sports team. We've got everything but the official sponsoring and
backing, and with a little united student agitation something might he
clone , Colby without a winter sports
team is like 'the man who lived by a
lake all his life and never went swimming. We've got the car and now
all we need is some gas.

Myshrall, rf
Stumpp
Barnfather , If

Cobb
Peters , c

G

._

F

0
0

0
1

5
2

5
1

0
0

0
0

If you wont to got tho straigh t of
tho thing ask Jay Cochrane about tho
-print boat at tho Boston Games in
which ho ran against World's Champion Benjamin Washington Johnson.
J ay didn 't win tho heat but ho claims

through the north at Stearns High
last Monday evening, 33-20.

It -w as the first time this season
that the entire five had looked so bad
in the same game. Gil Peters, who
usually fails to tally anything less
than points in the double figures, was
held at bay through the contest.
Despite the f act that the Freshmen
held an 8-6 advantage at the end of
the first period ,, the Stearns team
open ed u p in the next quarter and
left tha floor at half time with, a two
point advantage. The score was
Stearns, 14, Freshmen 12.
From here on it was all the home
towners until the end of the game.
At the close of the three quarter
mark , Stearn s h eld a six p oint mar gin
and a 21-15 lead. In the last period
the winners strengthened their lead.
Ever y m an on th e winnin g team
scored at least two or more point's to
help contribute to the victory. Gruber
was outstanding for the vanquished.
P
The summary :
0
Freshmen (20)
1

0
0 Pullen, rf

G
1

P
0

P

15 Stumpp,
0
1
____
Young
2
0
5 Myshrall , If
:__
Beach , rg
3
0
6 Barnfather
0
0
Mantell
0
0
0 Peters, c
1 : 0
Gruber , lg
0
1 . 1 Young, _ _ _ •
0
0
Mantell
0
0
. Totals
10
8
28 Beach , rg
2
0
Presque Isle (30)
Gruber , lg
2
3
0
0
G
F
P Cobb
Livin gston e, rf
8
3
19
Park er, If
2
0
4
Totals
8
4
Hunter , c
0
1
1
Stearns (33 )
Thomas, rg
1
1
3
G
F
Perreault,
0
1
1
Brown
,
rf
3
0
Niles, lg
0
2
2
Gu y
1 0
B
oy
nton
,
If
5
1
Totals
11 .
8
30
Benjamin
c
1
1
,
Referee , Sweetser. Time, 4-10's.
__
Jenkins
1 0
B onis, rg
1
1
Tracy, lg
3
0

Mules Lose fourth
Game By 5 Points

Totals

14
5
'
Referee , Ro od. Time, 4-8's.

Playing its fourth game in succes-

sive ni ghts , the Colby varsity squad Spina
went down to defeat Friday night, Burrill , If

33-28 before a fast finishing New
Hampshire five. Both teams were on
even terms midway through the second half , but the Wildcats went into
a short lead at this point and were
never headed from then on.
New Ham pshire jumpe d into the
lead early in the game , running out
to a 6-3 lead. At this point Colby
The Colby basketball floor was the started to come back , and with Burscene of Waterville defeating the rill and Dobbins leading the attack ,
state champions Winslow team. Some j they pushed out to a 13-11 lead at the
of the Waterville people didn 't seem 'half.
to have any sporting blood as they
For the first few minutes of the
wouldn't take two to one odds on second half both teams
fou ght on
their team, but it's just one of those even terms with neither having
any
unpredictable things. . . The way to advantage , and Colby
holding on to
arrange an ideal winter carnival for its scant lead. But the
"Wildcats ,
Colby in 1939 would bo to 'start in on paced by Dunn and Hanson,
tied up
Thursday night with a double header the ball game midway through
the
basketball game in the Field House, second half and went on to
,
win from
then follow with a hockey game on here.
Friday afternoon, and on Saturday
The. summary :
have the ski meet in tho forenoon and
Colby (28)
a Maine collegiate ski jumping conG
F
P
test in the afternoon. (Provided of Rimosukas, If
0
0
0
course that a ski jump is erected in
another year). Such a sot up would
really give the Colby Winter Carnival that Ben Johnson was warming up an
the pep and signficanco which it de- hour ahead of time while Cochrane
had only fifteen minutes. . , .Under
serves.
the leadership of Roy Young the plana
Hope you saw the picture of tho for College Holiday are getting unwinning snow sculpturing entrant of der way, The week-end will be that
tho Dartmouth winter carnival . It of April 23 and there'll bo both a
was a fine piece of statuary but it track moot and a baseball game on
wasn 't really much better than the Saturday afternoon. And if you want
D. K, E. lion as far as actual artistry a free bid to the bal l Friday night just
is concerned, The Dartmouth queen submit a good name for it . Last year
didn 't "beat Louise Weeks for looks it was called the Blue and Gray Swing
either , so the Lewiston Journal wasn't but it will be changed this year if
too far off after all when it said that anyone can think up a bettor one.
tho Colby carnival would rival that See tho notice in this ECHO for
of Dartmouth. But who, aro we to further particulars.

quibble?

The freshman hoopsters lost their
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0
2
0
0
4
7
0

20
P
6

!
I

11
3
2

j
|
|

G

!

33

•

2

3

I

1
0
2
5
0
10
2
1 5
2 , 4
1
1 0
2
0
0
0

Malins
Pullen , c
Hopkins
Pearl , lg

Irish
Dobbins , r g

0
2

5

28

0

0

Totals

12

4

New Hampshire (33)

G

0 '

Murphy, If
Rosinski
Boy _ _ _
Ea gen , rf
Plantc
Hanson
Leocha , c
Dunn
•
Power
Tilton , .lg

___

DuRio
Kenion, rg
Webb

0
1
0
0
4
4
4
0
0

—

P

P

0

0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
1 . 9
0
8
0
8
0
0
0
0

_- •

l

__

0
4

Totals _
14
5
S3
Referees, Clark and Kelliher. Time ,
2-20's.
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53 Main Street , Waterville
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We Still Have Your Favo rite
Lunches and Drinks
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Go1by Participates
f
Hockey Team Drops
Hicks, c _____ - .__ -_ -_ .__ .__ c ,. Fortin j
_____
!
!___
lw
, Bolduc j
rw
In B. A.A. Games
Two Games On Tri p Davis,
__ .___ ._ rd , . Walker j
White, Id
.____ r , wd, Lemieux ;

Hawley, lw

Eccelson, rd
---Id , Davenport ;
_ _ _ _ _ _ g , Macintosh j
—_
Curtis,,g
The Mule sextet, which was unable
! Coach Cy -Perkins took eight of his
|
Final score, Brown 5, Colby 4.
to face New Hampshire and Williams
'i star track men on a journey to BosFagan,
Brown
alternates,
Welch,
on its recent trip because of warm
;tdn
to compete ; in the . Boston Ath!
weather, met Boston College and Newton, Atwell, Thayer, Wood , Nel.- ¦'. - j letic Association games held there last
BroWrl at the Boston Arena and son, Carter, Reilly.
!Saturday. Here the Colby. tracksters
Colby alternates, Hooper, Jones, ;
Providence Arena and lost 6-3 and
¦
|met with the finest :.in New England
McGee.
.
/ • |!amateur track.; ¦' . . :' . . " . .'¦'
5-4 respectively.
First
period ,
Brown,
Welch ;
The defeat from Boston College
(White),
3:22.
Colby,
Bolduc
(Lem- ;| The Frosh mile relay team ran
came as a great surprise since Colby
ij against , the crack squads of New
was highly favored after its . great-tie ieux), .11:03.
Second period , Colby, Lemieux Hampshire : and Northeastern .Univergame with the fast Boston University
sity. Jerry Cochrane of Colby picked
outfit. The B. C. team was paced by (Fortin), 9:39; Colby, Fortin (un- up an. early lead in the mile relay
Colby, Bolduc , (Forits second line of Flynn, Janusus, and assisted), 18:09;
as he drew away from the other two
'
18:34;
Prior , which accounted for five of the tin),
Third period , Brown , Hicks, ( Ec- runners in.a flashing start. He had
six goals. B. C. opened the scoring
to s'.acken off in the final stage of his
at . 11:56 of the first period when cleston), 2:17; Brown, Davis (Hicks), run and the New Hampshire man in a
Flynn dented tha draperies -on an 7:18; Brown , Flicks, (Davis), -14:15; brilliant sprint overtook Cochrane,
assist from Janusus. However, Leo Brown, Hicks, (Davis), 19:10.
Penalties, Hicks, Hooper, Eccles- who started Powers in second place.
Lemieux came right back for Colby
Powers found the competition a littl e
'
to tie the score six minutes later. The ton, McGee, "Carter.
too
steep in the second round and
Referees, Halloran and Harring
period ended with the score deadlockdropped
back to third as he started
Professor Griffiths And Part Of The Terr y Collection
ed at 1-1. .i Whereas the first period ton.
Coffin , Coffin was unable to .close the
had been slow, . the second period
gap. B.u b .ar, the anchor man , put up
in New England a year ago.
speeded up considerably as B. C.
a gallant scrap , but the speedy New
Working with Bryne on the visittwice.
Colby
scored three times and
Hampshire and Northeastern stars did
forward line will - be diminutive
ors'
twice
The Eagles' second line tallied
not give him a chance in the final
Joe
Gagnon
and Jack McCarthy while
within the first three minutes before
round. New Hampshire took .first
speedy
the
Ray
Johnson, Griffin and
Fortin could score for Colb y unassistplace in this event, with Northeastsquad
will
hockey
s
varsity
Colby
„therall
will
combine
on a second
M
'
Davis, the B. C. left-winger,
ed.
In a speedy fourth period , Houl- ern second. The Frosh team receiv- officially conclude its season on the wave. Sessler and Milner will care
countered half-way through the per- ton High School outscored the Colby ed medals for this race.
Front Street Arena tomorrow after- for the defensive posts.
iod for the Heightsmen's fourth goal,
freshmen , last Tuesday night, winThe
Varsity
mile
team
folnoon when, the Mule pucksters seek
.relay
No changes are expected in the Colbut Fortin again scored on an assist
ning the game 35-33. It was the sec- lowed in a performance that closely to avenge an early season defeat suf- by line-up for season's final encounfrom Captain McGee in 19:09 to
ond game of a road trip for the Frosh matched that given by the yeaiding fered a month ago at. the hands of ter. Ray Fortin , Leo ' Lemieux • and
bring Colby within one goal of a tie.
and their second defeat.
squad in placement. Dwigh't Sar- Northeastern University. At that Tony Bolduc , speedy freshman , trio
In the final period Colby was unable
Hal Bbssie provided the locals with gent, fast sprinting junior , easily led time the Huskies turned back the Mil- whose showings in Boston and Provito score as the Eagles tallied twice
their winning impetus, tallying 19 the Massachusetts State man, but was lsttmen 5-4 in an overtime tussle but dence last week greatly impressed
more.
The outstanding .man on the points during the game.
unable to beat out the long-legged tha recent addition of a quintet of college hockey followers in both
ice throughout the whole game was
The Fr'osh spotted the shire , town- speedster from Tufts. Cole started freshmen skaters should rank the cities, will answer the opening whistl e
Hay Fortin , the frosh center-ice man.
ers 11 points at half-time tying the in second place and ran a strong race Colby sextet as the fa vorite - to . re- in the forward positions and will be
On the following night the Mules
score at the three-quarters mark, 'but
spelled by Captain Bob McGee , Warmet Brown at Providence in a game Losing out in the final hectic period. but started Mac Stevens in third verse the January decision. '
to
the
Muleplace.
brings
Northeastern
Stevens
trailed
his
opponents
ren Davenport and Gordon Jones.
which resulted in . a heart-breaking
The summary :
t eam , Norm Walker and Bud Hopper , senior
hard-checking
and
also
left
Don
town
a
heavy,
Gardner
at
the
end
5-4 loss for Colby. The Mules led
Freshmen (33)
of the line. The game sophomore In Johnny Bryne, husky winger, the defensemen, will play in front of
4-1 entering the last period , but when
G
F
P star did a good job of running off the Huskies possess the leading offensive Macintosh , 'yearling goalie.
the twenty minutes were up, the
Gruber , lg
4
0
8 last part of the mile and was on the threat in the New England IntercolOn Saturday, a combined junior
Bruins had scored four goals and
Cobb
0
0
0 heels - of the other two men as they legiate Hockey League for the Bos- varsity and freshman team will j ourachieved a hard fought victory. This
Barnfather
1
0 . 2 broke the tape. Tufts took first ton boy ranks ahead of all of the ney to Hebron Academy to face the
game was very speedy throughout,
Beach , rg
0
1
1 honors in this relay, with Massachu- league's scorers including • Gerry D.e- undefeated and powerful Big' Green
much unlike the game the preceding
LeGassey
0
0
0 setts State at second.
Rosiers of Boston ' University and sextet A year ago the preparatory
night. Brown got the jump as
Peters, c
3
4
10
Russ Martin of New. Hampshire. Like- school team took , the measure of a
Welch scored on an assist , from
Young
0
1
1 Jerry Cochrane ran in the 50 yard wise the Massachusetts team is strong similar Colby outfit and the Arthur
White dn 3:22. However, eight min- Pullen ,
If
0
0
0 dash but was unable to place. This defensively for Karol Krystan,, its coached charges will again rank as
utes later Tony Bolduc knotted the
'
have been due to the fact that
"_"
'
_
_
Mantell riTJI7_ 1'
T 0
2 might
captain , was the outstanding goalie heavy favorites to turn back the
count , as he golfed a perfect pass from
he
ran
in
the
same
heat
that
included
Myshrall, rf
3
1
7
Mules.'
Lemieux into the net. The second
Stumpp
1 0
2 such stars as mighy Ben Johnson of ner points for the Mule team in - the
period was all Colby as three goals
Columbia , undefeated this season and
were scored by Lemieux on an assist
a world champion. It was good ex- weight events. These two, with May- RADIO CITY REVELS," ARRAY
Totals
13
7
33
from Fortin in 9:39 , by Fortin unperience for Cochrane. Johnson won nard. Levin and big Dick Lovejoy also
OF FUNSTERS , VOCALISTS;
Hou lton H. S. (35)
assisted in 18:09 , and by Bolduc only
this race by turning on the heat in as potential scorers, will compete in
DANCERS!
G
F
P
twenty-five seconds later , again
the final sprint to come in six inches the 35 pound weight and discus
Wolhaupter , ii'
3
1
7
Five of Hollywood's foremost funassisted by Fortin. The third period , Bossie
ahead of Perrin Walker of the New events. Hodges, Allen and Phil
,
If
8
3
19
sters,
its newest singing sensation ,
however , turned out to be a 'different Donovan
York A . C, with a time of 5:5 sec- Upvall will be entered in the shot.
2
1
, c
5
Bob Neumer is likely to be the end its latest dancing "find," have
onds .
story. The Brown team pounded away Ruth
, rg
1 1
3
most - powerful threat to Bobcat scor- principal roles in RKO Radio's new
in earnest as it scored the four goals Mason ,
lg
0
1
1
ers in the jumping events. He will musical offering, "Radio City Revels,"
which brought it the victory.
The
be counted on to score for the Mule opening Saturday at the State Theawinning goal was scored with just
'__
Totals
14
7
35
in
the broad jump. Neumer and tre. ' 7 ¦:. • . . -,
fifty seconds left to play. Even
Referee , McClusky. Periods , 4-8's,
in
the
Wendell
Anderson
will
compete
though tho Mules were defeated , they Score by Periods:
The quintette of mirth-makers inhigh jump while Marcus Oladell and
played brilliant hockey thro ughout as
cludes Bob Burns, Jack Oakie, Milton
Houlton
10 22 30 35
Don Thompson will vie with Neumer
they bowed to a numerically superior
Colby Frosh
4 11 30 33
Colby 's indoor track season will get and Bates tracksters for top honors Eerie , ' 'Victor Moore and Helen BrodBruin squad.
underway this week-end when the in the pole vault.
erick, all of whom have won wide
The summary :
Blue and Gray speedsters and strong
Seasoned performers will carry the fame in purveying comedy . to screen
Boston College
Colby
men tangle with Bates in their first Colby colors in the running events. fans and radio listeners, ,
The singDavis, lw
..
_ — rw, Lemieux
dual meet of the season.
Paul Kittredge , Dwight Sargent and ing star is Kenny Baker-,
Lowry, c
c, Fortin
who has
The weight events will be run off Archie Follett are due to compete in
Sharkey, rw
lw, Bolduc
in Lewiston , Friday. . The basketball the 40 yard dash and the 300 yard zoomed into popularity in recent
O'Callaghan, Id ¦_
rd , Walker
court which occupies a good deal of dash. Kittredge is likely to score in films, notably the "Goldwyn Follies,"
Powers , rd _ .
Ricker Classical Institute made it
Id , Davenport
the available floor space in the Colby the short dash while speedy Dwight while the dancing discovery, is /Ann
Roscio , g_ _ _ _
g, Macintosh two straigh t this season over the
Field House forced the shifting of the Sargent looks like Colby's best j bet Miller , the sparkling little brunette
Boston College alternates, Flynn, Colby freshmen, beating them last
who was Ginger Rogers' dancing partr
weight events to the Bates home in the 800.
Janusus, Prior , Doherty, Norberg, Thursday night 42-33.
ground. The running events will be
Don Gardner , sophomore star and ner in "Stage Door." Hal Kemp and
Toomey,
The Frosh were outplayed from
held
in
the
anchor
man on the varsity relay team , his orchestra , and Jane Froriian, singColby Field House,.as will
Colby alternates, McGee , Jones, start to finish , with Ricker offering a
ing star, are also featured along with
very strong attack. Everyone of the jumping events, on Saturday af- may come through in the 600 yard Buster West and Melissa Mason,
Raneourt , Whoelock,
up
Ricker 's regulars scored at least ternoon . The freshman teams of both race. Lefty Colo, who , is shaping
Score, B. C. 6, Colby 8.
colleges will also meet both Friday as a fine track man . in spite of lack dancing eccentrics.
First period , Boston College : Flynn twice. Bud Beach with 12 points was
Baker and Miss Miller , havo the
of experience, may also place in this
and Saturday.
(Janusus) 11:56; Colby, L emi eux , the Frosh's best player.
Coach Cy Perkins is depending on race. Cole will also run in the 1000 romantic leads in the new film, with
This game ended the freshman tour
18:33. Penalties, none.
yard run. Floyd Fitts, Mac, Stevens Burns and Miss Broderick in a comSecond, period , Boston College, in Aroostook, and the young Mules Curl Hodges and Frank Baker to garand Allan Brown will also vie for edy romance. An ingenious plot
Prior , (Flynn), 1:27; Boston College, failed to win one game of tho four
weaves laughs and action and catchy
honors
in this race.
Flynn (Janusus, Prior), 2:55; Oolby, played during this tour,
Myshrall , If
1
1
3
song numbers into a delightful piece
Phil
Charbonnonu
and
Elliot
DrisFortin , 8:38; Boston College, Davis,
The summary :
Cobb
1
0
2 ko, veteran Mule tracksters, are con- of screen entertainment, Herb Mag11:38; Colby, Fortin (McGee), 10:9.
Froshmon (33)
Peters, c
2
2
0 ceded n strong chance to capture idson and Allie Wrubsl i wrote7 the
Penalty, O'Callaghan.
G
F
P Stumpp
_
0
0
0 honors in the two mile race. Jim tunes for the production by Edward
Third < period , Boston
l
i
College, Pullen , rf „_
s Gru b er , rg
2
0
i Chase and Clarence Female! will race Kaufman , ' which was directed by Bon
¦¦
Flynn (Janusus), 9 :22; Boston Col- Barn father _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ < 0
0
0 Mantell
:¦ ¦::. ¦ -''." '-¦ M:' -:M^: '
1
1 3
StoloiT. ¦• ¦
over
the
mile
route.
lego, J a nu sus , 10:23.
Penalties,
____
Beach , lg
6
0
12
Walker,
_ 0
Young _
0
0
Time , Three 20m periods.
Referees , Ayres and Moonoy.
'33
Totals ___
14
5

_

Mules To Meet
No rtheastern

Houlto n Noses Out
Frosh By;A . Basket

Colby To Meet

Bates In Track

""

'

¦

¦¦ '- ¦
»

¦- — — ¦
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Ricker Too Fast
For Freshmen
¦

Brown

Brown S, Colby 4
At Providence

--
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Waterville
Dr y Clea ners
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"Service Which Satisfies"
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Toi, 277

197 MAIN STREET

JOIN THIS CROWD AT THE

Puritan Sweet Shop
FOR THE BEST

LUNCHES, CANDY, ICE CREAM

Riclcor (42)
' G
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
Downie , rf
4
Cr oss, If _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0
Cotton _ .____ ._ ,;
2
Bu 'bar, c "
4 ,
._
Ames ' ¦__ ..._ -_ ._.. ,_,_.- _ _ 3
Fel ix , rg - -_ -_ ._ _ _ _ 1
Pound , lg - _ _ ._ - _ _ _ _
3

__

Totals - : l ._ ._ _ -_ 17 :
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F
0
0
0
1
2
8
2
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P
8
"0
4
0
8
5
8
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Not Answered Yet
The interest aroused by our editorial on Winter Sports last week really
amazed us. More than that, it made us feel much less like fanatics and
radicals attempting to achieve something which to our mind seems important, but which we feared might appear trivial to others. It would now
appear that the question, "Why has Colby failed to sponsor a Winter Sports
team?" has already been asked by many students and by some faculty members as well.
That question, however,, still remains unanswered.
But the inconsistencies continue to pile up. We find that Bates , Bowdoin , and Maine all have varsity Winter Sports teams and regular coaches.
Meets among these colleges have been planned , some have already been
held, and only the conservatism of Colby stands in the way of a state Winter Sports meet. Does it not seem logical that our college, located .next door
bo the best skiing* facilities in the state , should be the college in the state
to turn its official attention to skiing ?
Still a further perplexity is the question of values. Presumably, a well
rounded athletics program is one which gives the greatest value that athletics has to offer to the greatest number of students ; yet, here at Colby
right now we see a progra m which sponsors Hockey, which trains a'bout
25 men; Basketball, which trains about 25 more ; but which excludes Winter Sports. The value of both Hockey and Basketball is very great—no one
can deny that. How much more valuable, from the standpoint of benefits
received , would a winter sports program be, a program which through its
varsity and freshman teams, its organized intramural activity, and the
instruction of recreational skiers, both men and women, by a capable coach
would affect a huge section of the whole student body ?
Remember, however, that these facts do not answer our question. The
plain fact is that Colby still lacks a winter sports program. Perhaps you
can find out why.
R. N. A.

On The Languages .

..

So far we have based our argument against the Modern Reading Knowledge requirements on two things, namely, the factor of individual differences and educational waste. Now we shall examine it from the standpoint of its contribution to culture. Although the study of the language
itself is conducive toward a well rounded education , the rea di ng knowledge
examination tends to detract from it. Not only is the student robbed from
taking courses int other subjects, but also othor courses are robbed of the
student's time. In other words, a student having trouble in passing the
examination has to take additional courses in the language, which prevents
him from taking some other subject that might bo of cultural value ; in
studying the language more time is given in preparation , even to the extent
of 'borro wing tim-e from other studies. The latter situation is not as bad as
the former, for in the one case there is an addition to culture , even und er
ad verse condi ti ons, while in the other there is a subtraction,
At the end of: two years of study of a modern language the cultural
value cnn: be increased considerably by the substitution of closely allied
courses in place of a reading knowledge examination. These courses would
be translations by authoritat ive writers in the respective language . Where
the student could only do five or ten pages for an assignment ho could now
do fifty or a lumdrod. In this way a better ' and more inclusive knowledge
can bo obtained; about the customs, history, and writers of that country.
In . conclusion wo feel that enough has been said against the Modern
Ren ding Knowledge requirement ; it is only fair that something bo said on
the other side of tho argument, Therefore , space will bo provided for anyono wishing to wiito.
The editor would appreciate being notified n few days in advance,

You'll Like
Colby

Ye OkdsEiTor [Qiumn I. R. C. Receives

By TOM B RENNER

Every time we get a letter with
"Colby College" on the envelope we
hide under the 'b ed , trying to get up
courage enough to open it. The letter is always from the Dean, and he
wants us to come over and chat "at
our earliest convenience."
Furiously we think over what we
have been doing, and oddly enough
we can think of any number of things
the Dean might like to see us about.
By the time we finally get over to
the Dean's Den we are sure that not
only was our past week an indiscretion, but that our whole life is a
ghastly mistake.
So we fe!t pretty good the other
day when we glanced in the Dean's
Den and saw President Johnson in
there , seated right there on the edge
of that chair in front of the Dean's
Desk, explaining something in what
we gathered to be a hysterical tone.
We know well enough how you felt.
President Johnson ! But we'd like to
know what you've 'been up to, so we
can steer clear.

Set Of Books

' The following books have been received by the International Relations
Club from the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace.

The Defence of the Empire , by Sir
Dear Gladiator:
We're so sorry to drag out the ole
Norman Angell.
skeleton again—Reading Knowledge
But so
International Relations Club memRequirements—that's right.
many "afflicted persons" have been 'bers are familiar with Sir Norman
weeping on your broad sympathetic Angell's views and the clarity with
shoulder , we're sure our little contrithis, his
bution won't be an imposition. Any which he presents them. In
he
what
he
discusses
way, please take it all only at face latest book ,
considers the failure of the recent
value.
Here at last, is our opinion on the foreign policy of the British Empire
subject—of course we're Modern and makes constructive suggestions
Language Maj ors—"cela va sans
book should ofdire." Let us assure you that as a for the future. This
race , we language majors do not con- fer challenging material for Club dissider ourselves demi-gods or Phi Betes cussions, especially if considered in
or anything such ; we still plead the conjunction with "The Empire in the
case of the "great general avei'age." World ," by Sir Arthur Wilier., et
But I ask you , gentle Gladiator , have al, sent in the fall instalment. What
you ever received any such plaintive do you think, for instance, of the prodocuments on the. subject of Science posal "not to deny the Havenots any
requirements or History requirements rights which we claim for ourselves
or any requirements but that perfect- but to compel them to respect rights
ly dreadful , unsurmountable Modern indispensable to ourselves which are
Language test ?
offered equally to them" Cpage 190)
We "herein admit" that it may be or of the statement that "the real
exceedingly tiresome to these op- question is not whether the 'Versailles
ressed , self-styled "esprits de geome- Treaty is just or unjust , whether it
Now it can be told : Lincoln was tric" (mathematical minds) to be
undersexed. We didn 't want to say compelled to undei'go this test-tor- needs revision or not, but whether
anything about it until we were sure ture , but do these poor martyrs ever Germany is to be the sole judge of
that Professor Griffiths had told both consider the converse of their lament? the nature of the revision?" (page
76). Look for more of these provothe men's and women 's divisions,
In our humble opinion it is quite cative statements. The book is full
separately, but now it can be told as annoying to our "esprits de finesse "
of them.
without even one pretty blush .
(intuitive minds) to be required to Reciprocity, by William S. Culb srtson.
It makes us feel awful to think that muddle through two or more science
we've been going our way (and what courses (please don't forget the labs)
Here you have a "nonpartisan apa way we've been going!) eating, a field that is generally on the very proach to commercial policy" (page
sleeping, and cutting classes just as edge of our ability of conception.
vii) written by an outstanding auif nothing Avere amiss, and all the
But , Mr. Gladiator old top, you thority on foreign trade, who is well
time, Lincoln was undersexed.
qualified through training and pracMaybe we didn 't get it straight , must give in to the fact that we have tical experience as Vice-Chairman of
but it seems that Lincoln was that muddled through all these inconceiv- the United States Tariff Commission
way because a little girl told him to able formulae , bacteria , and dino- to present the subject clearly and in
change the part in his hair, and he did . saurs. May we meekly point out not too technical a form . The author
Never change the part in your hair however, that although with some few reviews in detail the reciprocal trade
of us the problem may be so hopeless
for littl e girls, people.
that we solve it only by memorizing agreements program , but goes far beyond this special question discussing
Two people were walking down the temporarily a lot of incomprehens- the economic development of the
street thp other day, as is the custom ible facts ; nevertheless, Mr. Gladia- United States, and the expansion of
in Waterville. It's a cinch if they tor, we all do agree that it does re- our economic frontiers in foreign
weren 't going to Parks' they were go- quire some reasoning power, some countries. He places great emphasis
littl e ability and effort to understand
ing to Verzoni's or the Puritan.
upon our need of policies that harOne of them said , Did you see things outside the realm of our im- monize with and advance American
those jackasses they have up there mediate interests. But—th e bare es- economic interests at home and
sentials now necessary to skim by the
built out of snow?"
reading
Knowledge Exam hardly re- abroad and encourage an enlarged
"No ," said the other one , slipping
foreign trade. Do you agree with
and falling. "It's probably a Colby quire any such mental gymnastics as him? If so, why? What bearing does
Now
memorizing.
reasoning
or
rule
White Mule you saw, anyway. "
this policy have upon international
"Yeah, I guess it ' was a white mule , let's assume that we all (supposedly) peace?
then ," said the first one, picking his speak English and therefore (supposedly) have a knowledge of sorts, of
partner up.
M urray Butler.
"Say." said the second one, feel- this most difficult language. With this
ing the hurt place, "where is this Col- fundamental grammar basis and the
This book contains the latest essays
foreign vocabulary which can be abby, anyway?"
and speeches by Nicholas Murray
sorbed through continual exposure to
"It's up there."
Butler , President of Carnegie En"You mean up by where we live?" the subject , in courses with the O's as dowment for International Peace. It
the first number (of which there is
"Yeah , sure ."
derives its title from Chapter Seven
by the way, a surprising lack in
in which are also to be found the adWhere , but in Maine , would we see Science and Math) , couldn 't anyone , dresses made in a world-wide broadbaby carriages with detachable run- well almost, anyone who has an I. Q. cast on November 11, 1934, by disners on them , for going on snow? We high enough to credit his being in col- tinguished statesmen of fivo foreign
suppose they put pontoons on in the lege , eke out this so-called unattain- countries. The author states in the
able "C" average ? Do keep in mind,
spring?
preface in further explanation of the
Mr. Gladiator , that throughout this
title : "Outstanding is the historic fact
Down at the radio station Monday outburst we Language Majors defin- that the building of the government
night Professor Wilkinson put a lot itely are not trying to get out of any of the United States one hundred and
of lire and democracy in his speech. of our requirements. Indeed quite fifty years ago and the final organizaHo was just a little bit disturbed on the contrary we feel amply repaid tion of the British Commonwealth of.
when he found out it was only dress for our headaches and confusion hy Nations by the terms of the Statute
having received art idea (however
rehearsal he had done it for.
strange it may seem) of what the of Westminister in 1931, point the
way to the building of a government
other half , the "esprit de geometric!"
Tha old print of Colby in last
¦
¦> for an organized Family of Nations.
enj oys,
week's ECHO (called Colby As Of
. . There is no real answer to the
All this babbling has brough t us arguments for international underYore ) is almost identical with Colby
as of now , but not quite, The old inevitably to the question of—what standing and international cooperaprint shows a horse and buggy rip- is the object of a college B. A. degree tion. Tho self-interest of every indiping past the college , and the horse anyhow? —Conceding tho inviolabil- vidual nation is, in reality, bound up
and buggy is not like Colby of today. ity and sacrcdness of a major subject with them and sooner or later this
In this enlightened ago.in Maine, tho (especially a science major), tho ob- self-interest must assort itself and dehorse would have on , not the old fash- ject still is not , to turn out a special- mand recognition and satisfaction. "
ioned breeching harness , but a light , ized technician , but rather to produce (page xii -xiii) ,
a well rounded individual Avith a broad
swanky chain-harness.
May I suggest that these notes bo
cultural basis; in other words a sorend
at the noxt meeting of your Club
cial individual well equipped to
rpi___a o__ipc=;:i:il :
.,.
oie_ o. -| derstand nil his fellow associates unno and that the books themselves bo esmatter what life career thoy may havo pecially displayed, it might bo helpful to post tho cover jac kets on the
ch osen,
In closing, Mr. Gladiator , may Ibulletin board with an announcement
ask , "Ih it tru e, after all , that we of these additions to the Club library,
8 170 SILVER STREET |
Modern Language Majors got a so or they could be reviewed in your
" „„ loca o B
_30i_aocr -r-L' much bettor break than anyo ne el se ? campus paper. The more widely they
In all events, although we emphatic- arc used and road , th o b etter!
ally approve of all sensible progresSincerely yours,
sive idons of education , wo will fi ghit
tooth nnd claw to prevent nny system
Amy Hominway Jones,
from turnin g out cogs with ono use
only.
I Division Assistant in charge of tho
Temple Street
International Relations Clubs.
Anon. I

I WEBBER'S . ICES I
J. O. MICHAUD
Barber Shop

¦
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Tau - Delta m
. Initiates Six

REV. ALEXANDER HSNDERSON
.(Continued from page 1)
Mass., Rabbi. Levi A. Olan will come
to Colby to help in. the .discussion: of
the Fraternity Embassy. Rabbi Olan
was graduated from the University
in 1925. After study
On-.Saturday, February 12, 1938, of Cincinnati,
Union College he was
Hebrew
at
the
six new members were received into
Tau Delta Phi "fraternity. They are :
' Brewster-A. Branz, '40, Lawrence,
Mass.
/ Leon Tobin , '40, Brighton, Mass.
Herbert Stern, '41-, Waterville, Me.
Stephen Sternberg, '41, New York
Cit y.

•'

'¦
. .

. Myron Mantell, '41, Stamf ord,
Conn.
• Mortimer Lenk, '41, Newton, Mass.

Tau Delis' ; Hold . "
Annua ! Ban q uet
The 'fifth annual anniversary banquet of Tau Alpha of Tau Delta Phi
was held at the fraternity house on
Sunday evening, February 13, 1938.
Toastmaster Maurice Sclrwarz , • '38,
introduced the guest speakers, which
included Dr. William J. Wilkinson,
Dr. Isaac J. ' Sclioenberg, Professor
A. Galen. Eustis, and Professor Hans
G. Thorey .
Dr. Wilkinson spoke on the relationship of scholarship and gentlemanliness to fraternities, and gave
several methods by means of which
these qualities might ' be ' achieved.
Professor Eustis praised Tau Delta
Phi upon the way in which the fraternity has been run. Professor
Thorey traced the history of Tau
Delta Phi during its five years on the
Colby campus.
Several prominent alumni attended, among whom were included Fred
Stern, '29 , Sheldon Rudnick, '36, Dr.
Dave Sherman, '33, and Leo Barron,
¦ '
'35.
*
Awards _ by the . Grand Chapter
were made to the following: For
Scholarship, Leon Braudy, Robert
Borovoy, Irving Gross, Louis Sacks,
and Mort6n Goldfine ; for distinguished service, to Sidney Black.
Officers for the second semester
were inducted at the banquet. They
are :
Consul, Maurice Schwarz, '38.
Vice Consul, Leo Kresky, '39.
Scribe, Leon Brandy, '39.
Steward, Robert Borovoy, '39.
Alumni Scribe, Louis Sacks, '39.
Quaestor, Stanley Schreider, '39.
' ^ditor-Historian, Fred Ford , '40.
After the banquet, fraters., and
guests enjoyed discussions of many
current problems, and an enjoya ble
evening was ended.

> "Y" NEWS
Doris Russell, '40, represented
Colby at a state meeting of the "Y"
Peace Committee held Saturday and
Sunday at Bates College,
Betty Mansfield of the American
Student Peace Committee , spent Sunday night and Monday at Foss Hall.
Edith Larrago of the New England Student Christian Movement
staff visited Colby, Tuesday afternoon
and Wednesday.
There was a meeting of the Y. M.
C . A. and Y. W. C. A., Forum, and
Freshmen Cabinets with "Y" members at four o'clock, Wednesday afternoon , in ' the Social Room in the
Alumnae Building.

_

Rev. Alexander Henderson

graduated from there in 1929. Rabbi
Olan has been at Temple Emanuel
since his graduation from college.
The Rabbi being a young man, has
the interests of the youth at heart,
and has been a much sought for speaker at various youth gatherings in
New England. He was here at Colby
last year when on a speaking tour for
the Emergency Peace Campaign.
Rabbi Olan is considered a leading
Hebrew leader of this part of the
country.
Alexa nder Hend erson

Rev. Alexander Henderson was
born in Aberdeen, Scotland, and educated in the Central High School
there. He was graduated from Andover-Newton Theological Seminary
in 1918 and from Bowdoin College in
1920. He was Director of Religious
Education for United Baptist Convention of Maine from 1920rl923. At
present Dr. Henderson is pastor of
the Calvary Baptist Church, Lowell,
Mass. He is a strong worker among
young people's groups and leader of
Men's Fellowship Class, which is one
of the largest brotherhoods in New
England. Last summer Dr. Henderson participated in a Seminar Tomthrough Europe with Sherwood Eddy.
Dr. Hendei'son'sX experience and interest in young people, make him well
qualified to head one discussion group
in the Fraternity Embassy.
MAL HALLETT .
(Continued from page 1)
be a greater step toward the best in
modern music. Mai Hallett who is
now playing in Dallas, Texas, to. the
usual enthusiastic audiences, will
swing the baton on the stage of the
Alumnae Building on April 22nd.
Universally acclaimed^by college students and the editors of CoIIegiana
as the greatest ''prom" band in the
country today . Mai will introduce
smooth rhythms not heard in these
parts for some time. You may have
seen the Hallett outfit in Warner
Brothers shorts, or at the Hotel Commodore in New York City during
their recent engagement there. Or
you may have heard them over the
Mutual Networks three times a week,
or on the disking boards. Wherever
it was yo u must remembe r th e smooth
rh y thms of one of the to p ten b an d s
in the country today.

Notebooks ;

8 1-2x5 1-2 - 9 1-2 x 6 flexible , imitation leather with College Seal
'
/ . #1.10'" and #1.25
11 x 8 1-2 Heavy Canvas , Stiff Back
. . .
50c and 90c
Zipp ers, Genuine Leather and Imitation
.
#2.00 and up

Colby College Bookstore
For Spring Practice

l

Baseballs. Gloves and Mitts
Dak m Sporti ng Good sfo
'

~
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Last summer the floors rocked to viewer as depicting the real Lincoln than good. the applause when Mai Hallett ap- not some artist's conception of him. , ''Read with question marks in your .' _ ¦<
peared at The Pier in Old Orchard, In two lines quoted from some poet, mind," she 'urged,-in warning 'against
the^ "Met" in Boston, or at other pop- Professor Griffiths aptly described the the acceptance - of propaganda. "The
way to combat war is by using our
ular dance salons in New England. mask :
When you last heard Mai, Jerry Per- "The mask doth keep the very form three old friends, education , organization, and legislation."
,,
and mold
kins and Teddy Grace .were doing the
vocal honors. Recently, however, the Of our great martyr's face."
COLLEGE HOLIDAY ,
aggregation have presented a new
Many actors both on the stage and
(Continued
from page 1)
in
the
of
Miss
Grace,
singer in place
screen have often impersonated the
dance
on
a
slip
of
paper , put your
person of a beautiful blonde whose great Civil War President, thus rename
on.
theback
of
the paper and
voice is only surpassed by her beauty. taining Lincoln's hold on the imaginadrop
it
in
the
ECHO
box
in Champlin
You will want to be at the College tion of the American people. IncludHall.
All
contestants
may
submit as
Holiday to see and hear this new Hel- ed in this Terry Collection now on ex'
many
names
as
they
wish
but they
lion of Joy with the better Hallett hibit on the East Side of the Library
must
all
be
on
separate
pieces
of
Orchestra.
are several recent photographs of two
paper:
The
contest
will
close
on
Mai Hallett is noted for his danc- actors, Chapin and Ince, who realis'
able music, and repeat appearances tically impersonated President Lin- Monday, March 14, and the committee
reserves
the
right
to retain the
are his characteristes. Asbury Park coln.
old
name
if
none
of
the
new ones
Casino, Steel Pier, Atlantic City, and
Many pages of the eventful Civil
prove
suitable.
So
don
't forget to
the Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassa- War period history seem to unfold as
place
your
entries
soon
.because the
dor Hotel in Los Angeles to name one examines these numerous Linonly a few, are the high spots on his coln prints as they stand on exhibi- winner will receive a big five dollar
coast-to-coast tours in recent months. tion in the Library. One can see with bid absolutely free.
To those of the student body who his own eyes pictured the life of LinGLEE CLUB
were not here last year it might be coln, noting the changes in his ap'
of
friend(Continued
from page 1)
well to include here a word
pearance and surroundings , from his
ist.
and
warning—make
your
ly advice
early youth to the time of his assassThe concert will serve to give the
dates early (now) for the College ination. Those Colby students/ alumstudent
body and the people of Wa'
Holiday, April 21st, 22nd and 23rd , ni and citizens of. Waterville who are
terville
an
idea of the splendid work
and be sure to hear Mai Hallett and interested in this excellent and rare
which
the
Glee
Clubs are doing this
his Orchestra when he plays at the collection that portrays the life of one
year
and
will
show
them the sort of
,
College Holiday "prom." (Fellows : of America's greatest Presidents, will
program
which
the
Clubs
have been
call Circle 6-1345 New York City to want to examine for themselves now
preparing
for
some
time
to
deliver on
contact the blonde beauty—or see her this recently acquired gift, the Lintheir
coining
Boston-Hartford
trip. At
at the "prom "). Incidentally, danc- coln Prints.
that time they will deliver at least
ing will be 9:00 to 2 :00 A. M.
two concerts before Alumni bodies
PROFESSOR GRIFFITHS
of these cities.
(Continued from page 1)
I. R. C. DELEGATES
Following the concert , there will be
ious
people
who
knew
him.
For
ex(Continued from page 1)
ample Masters in his book called "Lin- a couple hours or more of dancing to
rearmament program she soon would
coin the Man " found him reticent, the music of Jerry Cram and his ormeet force with force. Charles Russ
chestra.
secretive, and cold.
took over again and delivered a reTickets for this concert and dance
Lincoln as seen by two artists, who
port on his own table's subject ; the
once did his portrait, would appear are now available and may be secursituation in the Far East. In this reto be two men. Brown thought him ed from any member of either the
port he emphasized the importance
to be kind and sociable as well as Mien's or Women's Glee Clubs.
and lack of information of the ordipopular among the people. He further
nary Japanese toward the war. His
added , "Lincoln is supposed to be
table had decided against.the national
SCHOOL OF NURSING
homely, but I don 't think so." The
use of boycotting as it merely deother artist called him a long-necker ,
OF YALE UNIVERSITY
stroys our own trade and builds up a
gloomy figure with indescribable eyes.
A Profession for the College
legacy of hostility. They did howWoman
Professor
Griffiths
finished
by
menever suggest the individual boycottioning the items on display in the
The t h i r t y-two months'
ting of Japanese goods.
course, providing an intensive
library, and by showing some of the
Each report was followed by quesand basic experience in the varmost noteworthy pictures made of
ious branches of nursing, leads
tions and discussions, which were the
Lincoln.
"
to the degree of
more heated for the informality of
the occasion.
MASTER OF NURSING
WORLD PROBLEMS
(Continued from page 1)
A Bachelor's degree in arts,
EXHIBITION OF LINCOLN
field said, if the American peace
science or philosophy from a
(Continued from page 1)
college of approved standing is
movement, with all the years of
required'
for admission.
A study of the collection has been growth behind it, should fail to make
t
For catalogue and information
made by Professor T. M. Griffiths , of its.opinion strongly felt in a crisis."
address
the Department . of History, who states She stated her conviction that neuthat it includes copies of both the trality is the best policy in the presThe Dearearliest and last portraits taken from ent situation. Miss Mansfield also
Yale
School
of Nursing
life of President Lincoln. In an ac- gave the reasons' for her belief that a
N ew H aven, Connecticut
count prepared for the press, Profes- boycott of Japan would do more harm
sor Griffiths states that the earliest
portrait is from a daguerreotype
which was made by Shepherd in 1846
when Lincoln was in the Illinois State
Legislature ; while the last portrait
taken of Lincoln was painted by WilContinuous From 1.30 P. M.
Doom Open at 1.O0—5.30 P. M.
son and was in the process of being
made when the President was assasWED. NIGHT! On The Stage !
WED.-THUR S.
sinated—it was completed following
"QUESTION BEE"
2 Big Hits
his death.
$15.00 Cash Prizes
"THAT CERTAIN WOMAN"
This new Lincoln Collection now on
Henry Fonda
Bette Davis
WED. -THU RS.-FRI.
exhibition at the College Library also
includes the three likenesses which
Two New Hits
2nd Hit!
were chosen as best by the family.
"THIS WAY PLEASE"
MARY BOLAND
Lincoln himself preferred the photoBuddy Rogers,
"MAM A RUNS WILD"
Mary Livingstone
graph by Hessler, and consequently
2nd Hit
used it extensively for campaign purSCREENO WED. NIGHT
"THE JURY'S SECRET"
poses. His son, however, preferred
Fay W-ay
Taylor
nt
JKe
the photograph taken by Brady; while
FRI.-SAT.
Mrs. Lincoln believed that the one
Continuous from 1.30 P. M.
taken by Fassett in Chicago in 1859
2 Big Action Hits !
STARTS
to be the best of her husband.
GENE AUTRY
Besides the many portraits, the colSATURDAY
in
lection includes a set of eleven photoShow
s
The
Big-Name
It
"BOOTS
AND
SADDLES"
'
static copies of wood engravings of
2nd Hit!
historical events in which Lincoln
With All The Laughs!
played an important role. . These re"THE LEGION OF
MI SSING MEN"
BOB BURNS
productions were taken from illustraa
l so
t i ons in Har p er 's Magazine , th e not ed
JACK OAKIE
Chap.
No.
1
1 "ZORRO"
pictorial p eri odi cal of the Civil War
:
KENNY BAKER
era. This series includes views of
ANN MILLER
President Lincoln reviewing troops ,
MON.-TUES
"RADI O CITY REVELS"
2 Bigr Features!
receivin g Pr i n ce Na p oleon , addressPat O'Brien
in g a thr ong f r om the Astor House
Wayne Morris
with
"SUBMARINE Dl"
balcony,
commissioning
General
Victor Moore
Milton Boric '
Grant , taking his second oath of of2nd Hit !
Helen Brodericlc, Jane Fronton
fice, and so on , ending with artists'
"SH-H.H THE OCTOPUS"
Hal Kemp, and His Orchestra
conceptions of tho act of assassinaAllen Jenkons, Hugh Herbert
Added Treats
tion and his funeral service.
"
SOO Seats
"STRANGER THAN
One of the outstanding items, in
SCREENO
4 F*
FICTION^'
cast;
tho whole collection is a
ifrom
Night
Mon
.
Lincoln's lifo mask made in I860 fr y . CARTOON SPORTS NEWS
IDC
Leonard W. Voile , The cast is mounted, on n carved oakon plaque and
bears a certificate of authenticity signSPECIAL To College Girls ' — FREE — Cosmetic Cmc
. ¦/
,
ed by Douglass Volk , the scul p tor 's
"Wi
th Shampoo and Finger Wave
son. The story of the taking of this
cast was published by Volk in a magazine article twonty-ono years later.
¦ ' ¦ ¦ , , ,;/ • .
' .:
The cast at Colby was taken directly
Telephone 680 "
,, . '
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Hutchinson, West Lebanon,
Phi Mils Hold Annual N. Gilbert
H.
Wilson Piper, Caribou.
Semi-Formal Dance
Class of 1940

Sigrid E. Tompkins, Houlton.,
Martha C. Wakefield, Belmont,
Mass.
Class of 1939

Myron Berry, Tilton, N. H.
Lloyd Buzzell, Waterville.
Robert Carr, Norridgewoek.
Frank Farriham, Belgrade.
Gordon Jones, Watertown, Mass.
Carl McGraw, Levant.'
Ernest Marriner, Jr., Waterville.
William Pinansky, Portland.
Conrad Swift, Reyere, Mass.

On Saturday evening Beta Beta
chapter of Phi Mu held its annual
semiformal dance in the. Alumnae
Building. The gym was decorated in
a very modernistic manner with
touches of surrealism here and there.
The patrons and patronesses for
the dance were Miss Virginia Swallow, Mr. Norman Palmer and Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Gilmore. The dance
committee consisted of Ellen Fitch,
Donna deRochemont and Margaret
Anne Whal-en; Jerry Cram's orchestra
furnished the music for the affair.

Freda K. Abel, Bar Harbor.
Sally M. Aldrich, Guilford.
Elizabeth Bavis, Worcester, Mass.
Mary 'T. Cr*wley, "Waterville.
Elizab eth J; Doran, Methuen, Mass.
Jeanette L. Drisko, Belfast.
Violet M. Hamilton, Millburn, N. J.
Constance Knickerbocker, "Waterville.
Merlyne Magnus, New " Haven,
Conn.
Alice A. Manley, Nellore, South
India.
Pauline Pratt, Roxbury, Mass.
Sylvia Ross, Biddeford.
Evelyne M. Short, Millinocket.
Rhoda M. Wein, Waterville.
Ernestine F. Wilson, Waterville.

Class of 1941 .

Elmer Baxter, Waterbury, Conn.
James East,. Rockland.
James Foster, Skowhegan.
Lloyd Gooch, Portland.
Robert Pullen, Danforth.
Maurice Rimpo, Paterson, N. J.
Chester Wish, Hartford , Conn. .

DEAN'S LIST
(Continued from page 1)

Class of 1940

M. Lydia Farnham, Belgrade.
Mary Elizabeth Fitzgerald, Cambridge,
Mass.
1937-1938)
Frances
_-_
C. Gray, Seal Cove.
V------ dV -4W_
>alVI<-- ----> W
Class of 1938
Vi-'ginia E. Gray, Cambridge , Mass.
Edith L. Barron , "Waterville.
Margaret L.- Johnson, Milo.
Martha R. Bessom, Marblehead,
j
r
__?
^p_f
_
f_?
Shirley L. Knight, West ScarB
Mass.
g _&,-.
|
borough. Ethel L. Bradstreet, Danvers, Mass.
Norma E. Leppanen , Ashburnham ,
Jean R. Cobb, Brownyille Junction. Mass.
Mary E. Ewen, Alloway, N. J.
Edith
W. Fait, Northeast Harbor.
____ is_f_fS3-__/_&!*
I
_rlllfff(£^Jf«a_9
Julie
Haskell,
New London, Conn.
i|
Aliens Drug- Store
Janet
Lowell,
Cumberland
Mills.
o
©
Elizabeth F.. JNewell, Providence, PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
R. I.
Telephone 58
Elizabeth Oliver, Pittsfield.
118 Main Street
Waterville. Me.
Joyce M. Perry, Rye, N. Y.
Second Semester , 1937-1938
. Leon Braudy, New Bedford, Mass.
Cleon Hatch, Damariscotta.
(Based on marks of First Semester,
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phrase, "love poems," and Miss Pattee cleverly 'showed the intensity of
feeling that is present in all such
nobler romantic poetry.

Mindella Silverman, Portland.
Glenyes W. Smith,. Alfred.
Margery W. Smith, Touisset, Mass
Patricia A. Thomas, Waterville.
Elizabeth J. Walden, Greenville.
Mary L. Wheeler, Waterville.

It was announced by the president,
Martha Bessom, that students, ior the
remainder of the semester, ¦could, for
the small fee of twenty-five cents, join
the Federation of Arts, which has
been formed here by the faculty, and
thus attend the remaining lectures.
Also, it was announced that at the
next meeting Margery Smith would
give a reading of The Dark Lady of

Class of 1941

Kowena M. Buzzell , Waterville.
Harriet Lewis, Brookline, Mass.
Priscilla Patterson , Waterville.
Prudence Piper, Caribou.
Mary G. Robinson, Ashland.
Graduate

Student

Anne S. Valet, Waterville.

the Sonnets '. '

MISS ALICE PATTEE
(Continued from page 1)
sequence, Vita Nuova. Through the
medium of Miss Pattee's sympathetic
voice, one could vividly see Guinevere
and King Arthur pass before the
imagination; one could suffer with.the
fair Iseult the anguish of her love for
Tristram ; one could see, with Dante
and Virgil, the lovers, Francesca and
Paulo, wandering through Hell;, and
lastly, one could share Dante's noble
love for Beatrice as set forth in the
Vita Nuova. These ' are examples
of the greater love themes in poetry,
not the frilly little lyrics one is apt to
think of in connection with the
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Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me.
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